ABSTRACT Analyzing topical user influence in online social networks is conducive to better advertisement injection, information dissemination, and user behavior analysis. In this paper, we propose a new approach to measure topical user influence in online social networks. Specifically, by comprehensively considering users' social relationships, posting and forwarding behaviors, and posts content, we define two metrics of user intimacy and social circle difference to measure how influential users rank on different topics. The dataset obtained from Sina Weibo is utilized to evaluate the effects of our proposed approach and several comparison methods. Specifically, the advantages of our approach are evaluated from several aspects, including the correlations between influence rankings on different topics, the spread ability of high influential users, and the spread balance of high influential users. The extensive experimental results show that our approach is superior in mining influential users on different topics. Specifically, in our approach, the user influence rankings on different topics are less correlated, the users with high influence rankings achieve higher spread scope, and the higher a user's influence ranking, the more evenly the user's posts being spread among different communities.
I. INTRODUCTION
Along with the expeditious development of Internet, online social networks are growing rapidly and becoming main platforms for people making friends and sharing information. Massive information generated by huge amount of users in online social networks can be used to analyze network structures, information dissemination mechanism and users' behavior characteristics, which can further be used for mining the influential users, thus providing ''word-to-mouth'' marketing and public opinion monitoring, etc. Meanwhile, influential users play key roles in online social networks, who may have greater influence on the behaviors of other users and speed up the online spread of information. That is, the posts of influential users may be forwarded and read by more users and attract more attention.
Many approaches have been proposed to measure user influence in online social networks.
The number of followers a user has is one of the most intuitive metric to measure the user's influence. It is generally believed that the more followers a user has, the more
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influential the user is. However, some researchers found that the number of followers is not significantly positive correlated with user influence. Kwak et al. [1] measured user influence by the number of their followers and the number of times their tweets were forwarded respectively, and found that there is less correlation between the user influence respectively obtained by the above two kinds of information. Cha et al. [2] measured the influence of twitter users by the number of followers, the number of retweets and the number of mentions respectively, and they found that the user influence based on retweets and that based on mentions are more correlated, while the user influence based on the number of followers and that based on the number of retweets or mentions are less correlated. Those results [1] , [2] show that users with more followers are not always mentioned by more users, nor their tweets are necessarily forwarded by more users, proving that user influence is less correlated with the number of followers.
The number of followers and other information in online social networks also have been utilized to measure user influence by some researchers. Romero et al. [3] believed that the influence of twitter users is not only related to the number of followers they have, but also to their VOLUME 7, 2019 This work is licensed under a Creative Commons Attribution 4.0 License. For more information, see http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/ willingness to spread information, thus they proposed an IP algorithm to measure user influence based on their retweeting behaviors. Cataldi et al. [4] measured user influence in Twitter using retweeting relationship and retweeting distance. Saez-Trumper et al. [5] measured user influence by considering the time when users post information on a certain topic. However, those approaches cannot measure user influence on variable topics. In online social networks, user influence is usually topicrelated. For example, a movie critic is influential in the area of movie, but he is not necessarily influential in sports field. Measuring topic influence is helpful for finding influential users in specific areas, which is more significant for marketing and advertising. Some methods measure user influence by analyzing the topic features based on users' post contents. Weng et al. [6] calculated the topic similarities between users based on tweet contents, and proposed the TwitterRank algorithm to measure the topic influence of twitter users. Fang et al. [7] calculated user influence in Flickr by taking the average topic distribution of the pictures posted by users as the users' topic distribution. Liu et al. [8] and Bi et al. [9] proposed an improved LDA model [10] by considering users' posts and relationships in social networks, then the topical user influence is obtained through model training. However, the topic distribution of users' posts only reflects their personal interests, which is not necessarily consistent with the topic distribution of user influence.
The more a user's posts are forwarded, the more the user may influence others. Therefore, the topic distribution of the posts being forwarded by other users should be more correlated with topical user influence. Some researchers [11] - [13] evaluated the spread scope that users' posts may be forwarded using the number of subsequent forwarding or the social circle difference between users. However, they considered that the possibilities of forwarding posts are equal between users' followers. In fact, the strength of the relationships between different users is usually different. Therefore, the possibilities of users' posts being forwarded by their followers also should be different.
In this paper, we believe that the possibility of users' posts being forwarded rather than the content of posts can more directly reflect the influence of users, and the forwarding possibilities between different followers are different. We also consider that user influence is topic related. Therefore, we propose a new approach to measure topical user influence, which comprehensively takes into account users' post contents, forwarding behaviors and the community structures of social networks. Specifically, the topical intimacy and the social circle difference between users are proposed to measure the mutual influence between users. Then, based on PageRank algorithm [14] , the user influence on various topics are calculated and the influential users for each specific topic are detected.
The rest content is organized as follows. Section 2 reviews some previous related work about measuring user influence in online social networks. Section 3 depicts in detail our proposed approach for measuring topical user influence based on user intimacy and social circle difference. Section 4 presents and analyzes extensive experimental results of the proposed approach and several comparison schemes. Section 5 concludes our work.
II. RELATED WORK
Many topic influence related methods have been proposed. Li et al. [15] summarized the research about maximizing the influence over the users who are relevant to the query topics.
Taher [16] proposed the Topic-Sensitive PageRank algorithm (TSPR), which sets a damping factor vector based on users' topic distribution, thus making users' influence rankings on each topic be basically consistent with the weights of users' topic distribution. However, TSPR is mainly used for page ranking while ignores the strength of user relationships when measuring user influence in online social networks.
Weng et al. [6] proposed the TwitterRank algorithm which calculates users' topic distribution based on the tweet content posted by users, then computes the influence weight between two users according to the similarity between their topic distribution and the number of the tweets posted by their followees, finally a weighted PageRank algorithm is used to calculate the topical user influence. However, if two users' probability distribution on a topic is very low but their similarity is high, then the influence weight between them may be considerably high, which makes no sense obviously. Meanwhile, the number of tweets posted by users can not reflect their influence either, so it is unreasonable to calculate user influence only based on the number of tweets.
Hu et al. [17] proposed the TAP (Topic Authority Propagation) model which utilizes the fact that topical authority can be propagated through retweeting, and calculates the user influence on a specific topic using a weighted PageRank algorithm. However, TAP only takes the topic similarity between retweeting content into account, while does not consider the follow relationships between users, therefore it cannot accurately reflect the potential possibility of spreading information between users.
Wang et al. [18] believed that each learning group is specific to a topic, so they proposed a user topic influence model (UTI), which uses the topical user influence, group preference and project content to recommend learning resources to group users. Peng et al. [19] proposed a new model to evaluate the social influence of individuals based on information theory. In which, two concepts of friend entropy and interaction frequency entropy were proposed to describe the complexity and uncertainty of social influence. Lyu et al. [20] analyzed the topic influence and post features of Sina-Weibo. Tang et al. [21] proposed the TAP (Topic Affinity Propagation) model, which calculates topic influence based on users' topic distribution and the relationship strength between users in topic-based networks. Wang et al. [22] proposed a novel influence evaluation model, Temporal Topic Influence (TTI), by considering time factor, the topic distribution information and the topological information. However, they did not measure the user influence on different topics.
Fan et al. [23] developed an online topic-aware social influence analysis system, OCTOPUS, which includes three powerful keyword-based topic-aware influence analysis tools, namely keyword-based influential user discovery, personalized influential keywords suggestion, and interactive influential path exploration. Chen et al. [24] also focused on the topic-aware influence maximization task. In particular, they studied the preprocessing methods to avoid redoing influence maximization for each mixture from scratch. However, these methods only focused on modeling the topic-based diffusion process between users.
Bingol et al. [25] studied the problem of identifying and maintaining influential users in evolving social network. In which, they proposed an algorithm by probing the relationships for global influence computation as well as posts for topic-based influence computation. Hamzehe et al. [26] proposed an approach that incorporates network structure, user generated content for topic-based influence measurement.
Some researchers measured user influence according to their ability to spread information, which mainly considered the scope of users' posts being subsequently forwarded.
Lee et al. [13] measured user influence by considering the number of new readers of the forwarded tweets. They believed that the more the true readers of a tweet posted by a user, the higher the influence of the user. However, it is hard to obtain the number of true readers. Ding et al. [11] took into account the time interval between the user posts being published and being forwarded and the number of users who forwarded the posts subsequently. They believed that the shorter the retweeting intervals and the more the subsequent forwarding are, the higher the user influence will be. However, the number of retweets is often related with the heat of posts and cannot reflect users' spread abilities.
Wang et al. [12] measured user influence by taking into account the difference between the community affiliations of followers. They believed that the larger the difference between the community affiliations of a user's followers, the larger the scope of information being spread after it is retweeted by the user. The authors divided the social network which is constructed based on the following relationships into multiple non-overlapping communities and calculated the community affiliations of followers. Then they evaluated the social circle difference between two users according to their difference in community affiliations. Finally, they regarded the social circle difference between users as the weights between them and calculated user influence using a weighted PageRank algorithm. However, Wang et al. [12] ignored the possibility of information diffusion between users. When the possibility of information diffusion between two users whose followers are very different in community affiliations is very small, the contribution of the users to information spread also should be small. In this case, Wang et al. [12] would regard that the weight between the two users is big, which is obviously not consistent with the actual situation. Therefore, it is not reasonable to measure user influence only by considering social circle difference.
We propose a new method to measure topical user influence in this paper. Our method differs from the existing literature in the following aspects. Firstly, our method evaluates the topic-based user intimacy using the forwarding records, forwarding content, and the content and time of the information published by users, which can reflect the possibility of spreading information between users. While the existing methods generally only consider users' posting records. Secondly, we measure the social circle difference between users by combining community structures of user social relationship networks, which not only considers the possibility of spreading information between users, but also considers the expanded scope of information dissemination after users have spread the information. Finally, we combine the topic-based user intimacy and social circle difference to measure the topical user influence.
III. iSCD: A NEW APPROACH FOR MEASURING TOPICAL USER INFLUENCE

A. THE FRAMEWORK OF iSCD
We believe that if the information posted or forwarded by a user is spread or shared by more users, then the user's ability to spread information is higher and the user is more influential in social networks. We further believe that user influence is related with certain topics, which should be measured on different topics according to the topic distribution of users' posts and their forwarding posts. Therefore, we propose a topic influence measure method based on user intimacy and social circle difference (iSCD), which measures user influence according to users' ability to spread information. Specifically, we first measure the influence between two users using their topic intimacy and social circle difference, then the PageRank algorithm is employed to measure the global topical user influence in online social networks.
Definition 1 Topical User Intimacy: measures the possibility that one user will forward information about a specific topic shared by another user. The higher the topical intimacy between two users is, the more likely the information will be spread.
Definition 2 Social Circle Difference: measures the expanded scope to which information may be subsequently spread by other users after being spread by one user. The greater the social circle difference between two users is, the bigger the expanded scope that information may be subsequently spread.
The framework of iSCD is depicted in Fig.1 .
B. BUILDING USER RELATIONSHIP NETWORKS
We measure user influence using users' social relationship information and posting records in online social networks. Users' social relationship information consists of user's follower list and followee list, while users' posting records contain user's post content, posting time and forwarding records. The user following relationships can be extracted from user's followee list and follower list. User relationship network is build based on users' following relationships, which can be abstracted as a directed graph G = (V , E). In which, V is the set of vertices representing the users in social network. E is the set of directed edges representing the following relationships between users. A directed edge (u, v) ∈ E represents that user u follows user v, and user v may influence user u.
From the user relationship network G we can extract the ego-centric network for each user, which is a sub-network consisting of the user and his/her follower list and followee list.
The ego-centric networks will be used to calculate user intimacy, while the global user relationship network is used to calculate social circle difference and global user influence.
C. CALCULATING TOPICAL USER INTIMACY
A user may forward another user's posts due to the explicit or implicit influence of the users. Therefore, we measure user intimacy by explicit influence and implicit influence based on users' posting records and ego-centric network. In which, the explicit influence can be measured using forwarding records and the topic distribution of the forwarded posts, while the implicit influence is measured using the topic distribution of user's posts, posting count and time.
Some researchers [15] , [27] - [30] measured the relationship strength between users using their interaction behaviors such as forwards, comments and mentions. Among them, forwarding behaviors make a main contribution to information diffusion, while comments and mentions are only related to users' forwarding willingness in certain extent. Therefore, in this paper we calculate explicit influence between users only using forwarding behaviors.
Besides the direct forwarding behaviors, users' interest similarity and active time similarity may also indirectly affect the forwarding possibility between users. Therefore, we also measure implicit user influence using users' interest similarity and activity time similarity. The greater the interest similarity and active time similarity between two users, the greater the possibility of potential information spread and the greater the implicit influence between them.
In addition, in order to reflect the topical feature of user influence, the topic distribution of the forwarded posts and user interest are considered when measuring the explicit and implicit user influence respectively.
1) EXPLICIT USER INFLUENCE
When measuring the explicit influence between two users by forwarding behaviors, we consider three factors, including the topic distribution of forwarding content, forwarding level, and forwarding interval in each forwarding record.
Firstly, LDA model [10] is employed to extract the topic distribution of posts. The topic distribution of post m is denoted as
denotes the distribution probability of post m on topic k. The more the posts of user v forwarded by user u and the greater the distribution probability of the posts on topic k, the greater the influence of user v on user u on topic k. Secondly, forwarding level indicates whether user u has forwarded the posts of user v directly or indirectly. As shown Based on the above analysis, we measure the topic-based explicit user influence between the users with following relationships using the topic distribution of the forwarded posts, the forwarding level and the forwarding interval. (1)
where, w e uv,k denotes the explicit influence of user v on user u on topic k. M uv denotes the post set that user u forwarded from user v directly and indirectly. |M uv | is the number of posts that user u forwarded from user v. Infdis uv,k denotes the influence distribution of user v on user u on topic k. l uv,m is the forwarding level of post m forwarded by user u from user v. θ k m is the distribution probability of post m on topic k. t uv,m denotes the forwarding interval of post m forwarded by user u from user v. α and β are two parameters which are used to adjust the weights of forwarding level and forwarding interval. K is the number of topics. log(|M uv |) represents the strength that user u forwards posts from user v. We take logarithm of the number of the forwarded posts in order to avoid large deviation in measuring topic-based explicit influence when too large number of posts are forwarded.
2) IMPLICIT USER INFLUENCE
We measure the implicit user influence between two users using their interest similarity and activity time similarity.
Firstly, the topic distribution of the posts that a user posted and forwarded are used to calculate the user's interest topic distribution.
where, ψ u is the interest topic distribution of user u. ψ k u is the interest distribution of user u on topic k. M u is the set of posts published by user u. θ m denotes the topic distribution vector of post m.
In general, a user would more approve the users who have similar interests with him/her. Therefore, for users u and v,(u, v) ∈ E, the more similar the topic distribution of ψ u and ψ v , the more user u approves users v, and user u is more likely to forward the posts of user v. We measure the interest similarity between users u and v by cosine similarity of their interest topic distribution.
where, TopicSim uv is the interest similarity between users u and v. ψ u and ψ v are the norms of interest topic vectors ψ u and ψ v respectively. Secondly, we measure user activity using the number of posts a user published per unit time interval. The more the posts per unit interval, the more active the user is. Further, if two users are active during similar time intervals, they are more likely to read the other user's posts and influenced by the user.
In order to measure the activity time similarity between users, we divide one day into multiple small unit intervals to calculate the activity time distribution of each user.
where, AT u denotes the activity time distribution vector of user u, a t u denotes the activity degree of user u within unit time interval t, M t u denotes the posts published by user u during unit time interval t, M u denotes all the posts of user u, and a 1 u + a 2 u + . . . + a T u = 1. So we can measure the activity time similarity between users using the cosine similarity of their activity time distribution vectors as follows.
where, ActivitySim uv denotes the activity time similarity between users u and v. Finally, we also think that the interest topic distribution and activity degree of a user's influencer may also influence the implicit influence between them. If two users have similar interest topic distribution but have less interest in a post, the influence between them on this topic would be also low. In this case, measuring the implicit influence between two users by comprehensively considering both their interest similarity and the interest topic distribution of the influencer should be more reasonable.
In addition, the activity degree of a user's influencer may be also closely related to the possibility that the affected users spread his/her posts. Assuming that the active time similarity between two different users and user u is the same, then the posts published by the user with high activity degree is more likely to be forwarded by user u. Taking the situation in Fig.3 as an example, user B and user C are both followed by user A, and ActivitySim AB = ActivitySim AC . User B published 15 posts and user C only published 2 posts per unit time interval. Obviously user B is more active than user C, so user A may be more affected by user B and is more likely to forward the posts of user B.
Based on above considerations, we measure the topicbased implicit influence between two users as follows.
where, w i uv,k denotes the implicit influence of user v on user u on topic k. TopicSim uv denotes the interest similarity between users u and v. ψ k v denotes the interest distribution of user v on topic k. ActivitySim uv is the activity time similarity between users u and v. 
D. CALCULATING SOCIAL CIRCLE DIFFERENCE
Users connecting different communities play an important bridge role for information dissemination in online social networks. Through these users, posts can be spread from one community to another, and then to the whole networks. Therefore, user influence should be measured by considering both the probability that their posts are shared by their followers and the effect of these followers sharing the posts later, that is, whether the users' posts can be shared by more users.
Social circle difference between users reflects the possible expanded spread scope after a post being forwarded between users. We intuitively measure the social circle difference between two users using the number of their non-common followers. The more the non-common followers of two users are, the more new users will be affected by the forwarded posts. Meanwhile, we compare the community difference between two users' followers by detecting communities in user relationship networks. We believe that, the greater the difference between two communities is, the greater the social circle difference between two users in the two communities is, and the greater the possibility that the posts will be spread to different user groups. Therefore, user relationships play a more important role in the dissemination of information.
As presented in Fig.4 , users are divided into different communities based on network topology, user B and user C are two followers of user A. Obviously, the followers of users A and B are almost in the same communities, while the followers of users A and C are almost in different communities. That is, the social circle difference between users C and A is greater than that between users B and A. Therefore, if user C forwards the posts of user A, the posts will be spread to more different users.
1) SOCIAL CIRCLE DISTRIBUTION
To measure the social circle difference between two users, we first detect communities in the user relationship network based on network topologies or user interest similarities. Here, we employ BGLL algorithm [31] to detect communities based on the topology structures of the user relationship network built in Section 3.2. By this way, multiple communities are detected and each user only belongs to one community. However, the followers of a user may belong to multiple communities. Therefore, we measure a user's social circle distribution according to his/her followers' community distribution.
where, S u denotes the social circle distribution of user u. S c u denotes the ratio of user u's followers belonging to commu-nity c. C denotes the number of communities. Fol u denotes the set of user u's followers.Fol c u denotes the set of user u's followers belonging to community c.
2) SOCIAL CIRCLE DIFFERENCE
As analyzed above, the social circle difference between two users is closely related to the extended scope of information spread. In general, the larger the social circle difference between two users, the bigger the extended scope of information spread after one user forwarded the posts of another user.
The
We denote the non-common followers between users u and v as:
Then taking community structures into account, we further calculate the distance between the social circle distribution vectors of two users using KL divergence [32] . Finally, we calculate the social circle difference between two users by combining the number of their non-common followers with social circle distribution vectors.
where, SocialDiv uv denotes the social circle difference between users u and v.
E. CALCULATING GLOBAL USER INFLUENCE
By combining the topical user intimacy with social circle difference, we can measure the topical user influence between two users as: (12) where, w uv,k denotes the influence of user v on user u on topic k. w e uv,k and w i uv,k denotes the explicit influence and implicit influence of user v to user u on topic k respectively, which are measured according to (1) and (7) . λ ∈ [0, 1] is a parameter to leverage the weights of explicit influence and implicit influence.
Regarding the topic influence between two users as the edge weight between them in the user relationship networks built in Section 3.2, we can get a weighted user relationship network G = (V , E, W ) . In which, W denotes the set of edge weights, w uv ∈ W denotes the weight of edge (u, v), i.e., the influence strength of user v on user u. The larger the weight, the stronger the influence of user v on user u. In this paper, we measure the influence weights between two users by combining user intimacy scores with social circle difference scores. These scores respectively reflect the possibility of forwarding information and the expanded spread scope after information is forwarded.
Based on the above weighted user relationship network, we measure users' global topic influence using PageRank algorithm. We believe that, for a specific topic, if more users are influenced by a user and the users have higher global influence on the topic, then the user have higher global topic influence.
Considering that the influence of each user depends on the influence of his/her followers, we measure user influence iteratively until the influence converges.
where, Inf 0 u,k denotes the initial global influence of user u on topic k. Inf t u,k denotes the influence of user u on topic k in t th iteration. When the iteration converges, we can get the global topic influence Inf u,k of user u on topic k. The higher the value of Inf u,k , the higher the influence of user u on topic k.
F. TIME COMPLEXITY ANALYSIS
We only analyze the time complexity of iSCD from measuring the user intimacy and social circle difference, but except the time complexity for measuring the global influence by PageRank algorithm because whose time complexity is known.
Firstly, the time complexity for measuring the topic-based explicit influence between two users is O(lKu 2 ), wherel denotes the average number of posts that a user forwarded from another user, K denotes the number of topics, and u denote the number of users.
Secondly, the time complexity for measuring the implicit influence between two users using their interest similarity and activity time similarity is O(Ku 2 + Tu 2 ), where T denotes the number of unit time intervals.
Thirdly, the time complexity for measuring the social circle difference is O(Cu 2 ), where C denotes the number of communities.
Therefore, the additional time complexity of iSCD based on PageRank algorithm for calculating topical user influence
IV. EXPERIMENTS AND RESULTS ANALYSIS A. EXPERIMENTAL SCHEMES 1) DATASETS AND PARAMETER SETTINGS
We conduct our experiments using a dataset crawled from Sina Weibo (http://weibo.com), which contains the information of users' followers, followees and posts, including 31,964 users, 1,441,124 following relationships and 12,397,888 posts of the users from January to July in 20 14.
The posts are labeled as original or forwarded. LDA model is utilized to calculate the topic distribution of the posts. By analyzing the topic distribution vectors of the posts on different topics, we found when the number of topics is 50, the topics could be well distinguished. Therefore, we set the topic number as 50. In addition, we measure users' activity time distribution and activity degree in hours. According to previous researches [14] , [17] , we set the damping factor d in (14) to 0.85 in our experiments.
2) EXPERIMENTAL SCHEMES
We conduct the following experimental schemes to evaluate the effectiveness of our proposed iSCD method.
Experiment 1: determine the optimal values of parameters α and β that leverage the weights of forwarding level and forwarding interval when calculating the explicit user influence according to (2) in Section 3.3.1.
Experiment 2: determine the optimal value of parameter γ that adjusts the weights of interest similarity and activity time similarity when calculating the implicit user influence according to (7) in Section 3.3.2.
Experiment 3: determine the optimal value of parameter λ that adjusts the weights of explicit influence and implicit influence when calculating topic influence between two users according to (12) in Section 3.
5.
Experiment 4: analyze the relationships between users' interest topic distribution and topical influence rankings in our approach.
Experiment 5: analyze the correlations between the influential rankings obtained by PageRank [14] and those obtained by our approach iSCD and several comparison schemes, including TSPR [16] , TwitterRank [6] , SCWPR [12] and TAP [17] .
Experiment 6: compare the correlations of influential rankings on different topics between our approach iSCD, TSPR [16] , TwitterRank [6] and TAP [17] .
Experiment 7: compare the spread abilities of high influential users obtained by our approach iSCD, TSPR [16] , TwitterRank [6] and TAP [17] .
Experiment 8: compare the spread balance among different communities of high influential users obtained through our approach iSCD, TSPR [16] , TwitterRank [6] , TAP [17] and SCWPR [12] .
Experiment 9: analyze the interest topic distribution of the high influential users and the community distribution of their followers on all topics.
We first determine the parameter values in iSCD by experiments 1 to 3, then evaluate the effectiveness of iSCD on measuring topical user influence from multiple aspects by experiments 4 to 9. Specifically, experiment 4 is conducted to prove our point that it is not appropriate to measure the topical user influence only using the distribution of users' interests. Experiments 5 to 8 are respectively conducted to evaluate the advantages of our method in measuring topical user influence over the comparison schemes in different aspects. Experiment 9 is conducted to analyze in our approach the common characteristics of the users with high comprehensive influence on the topics they interested in.
Besides, we think that the high-ranking users generally play more important roles in the online social networks and can reflect the ability of analyzing topical influence rankings by different methods. And if only a small part of users are respectively selected from different topics, then there is a little chance that the users from different topics will be the same, and for the algorithm with good topic differentiation, the correlation of user influence between different topics will be small. But if all users are considered, then the users from different topics may be almost the same, and the correlation of user influence between different topics will be very big. Therefore it is necessary and meaningful by taking the high-ranking users, in this paper we respectively select the top 1%, 5% and 10% users, to provide insight in all the utilized measures for analysis. However, as a contrast, we also reported the results of the entire users.
B. RESULTS ANALYSIS 1) DETERMINING THE OPTICAL VALUES OF α AND β
Parameters α and β are used to adjust the weights of forwarding level and forwarding interval when calculating the explicit influence between two users in (2). We counted the forwarding levels of all posts according to the forwarding records in our dataset, and obtained the number of forwarding records under various forwarding levels. The results is shown in Fig.5 , which can be fitted to an exponential distribution curve.
As can be seen in Fig.5 , the distribution of forwarding levels is close to curve y = 2.2 * 10 6 * e −0.96x . Therefore, we set α = 0.96. By considering the forwarding records whose forwarding time interval is within one month, we got the distribution of forwarding records under various forwarding intervals and the fitting curve is shown in Fig.6 .
As can be seen in Fig.6 , the distribution of forwarding intervals is close to an exponential distribution curve y = 3.6 * 10 5 * e −0.01x . Therefore, we set β = 0.01.
2) DETERMINING the OPTIMAL VALUE OF γ
Parameter γ is used to adjust the weights of interest similarity and activity time similarity when calculating the implicit user influence in (7). We calculated the distribution of interest similarity and activity time similarity between the users having following relationships, which is shown in Fig.7 . As presented in Fig.7 , the higher the interest similarity and activity time similarity, the bigger the number of user pairs having following relationships. The results illustrate that the possibility that one user forwards other users' posts is positively correlated with the interest similarity and activity time similarity between users, and it is more correlated with the interest similarity because the interest similarity between most users with forwarding records is greater than 0.7.
Based on our dataset, we got that the average interest similarity is 0.837 and the average activity time similarity is 0.539 between the users with following relationships. It can be seen that the ratio of interest similarity and activity time similarity is close to 3:2, so we set γ = 0.6. 
3) DETERMINING THE VALUE OF λ
The weights of the explicit influence and implicit influence in (12) are leveraged by parameter λ.
In this experiment, we first measure user influence under different λ values and evaluate the correlation between different rankings of the high influential users using Kendall τ correlation coefficient [33] . If two rankings are the same, the coefficient is 1. If two rankings are completely unrelated, the coefficient is 0. If the coefficient is -1, the two rankings are in reverse order of each other. The closer the coefficient is to 0, the lower the correlation between two rankings is.
The top 1% users in each ranking under different λ are used to calculate the Kendall τ correlation coefficient, and the results are presented in Table. 1.
It can be seen from Table. 1 that the smaller the difference between two λ values, the higher the coefficient between two rankings. The result shows that explicit influence is less correlated with implicit influence, and both of them play different roles in measuring user influence respectively. Therefore, it is necessary to measure the topical influence between users by combining explicit influence with implicit influence.
Based on the above results, we further determine the appropriate value of parameter λ by analyzing the spread ability of high influential users under different λ values. We use the dataset during January to May in 2014 to measure user influence and compare the topic-based average spread ability of the top 1% influential users under different values of λ during June to July in 2014. The topic-based spread ability of a user is calculated by (16) in Section 4.2.7, and the results are showed in Fig.8 .
We can see from Fig.8 that the average spread ability of influential users reaches the greatest value when λ is 0.5. That is, the topic-based spread ability reaches the biggest value when considering explicit influence and implicit influence between users equally. Therefore, we set λ = 0.5 in our follow-up experiments.
4) THE RELATIONSHIPS BETWEEN USERS' INTEREST TOPIC DISTRIBUTION AND TOPICAL INFLUENCE RANKINGS
In this experiment, for each topic, the top 1%, 5% and 10% influential users and the randomly selected 1%, 5% and 10% users from the total users in our dataset are respectively used to calculate their average interest topic distribution.
where, ψ average U x denotes the average interest topic distribution vector of the users in the selected user set U x , |U x | is the number of users in U x , ψ u denotes the interest topic distribution vector of user u. Fig.9 presents the average interest topic distribution of influential users and randomly selected users. On some topics such as 0, 31, 35 and 43, the influential users obtain larger topic distribution probabilities than the randomly selected users and the topic distribution probabilities of the top 1% users are higher than those of the top 5% and top 10% users. However, on some other topics such as 9, 12 and 25, the topic distribution probabilities of high influential users are similar with those of the randomly selected users, even lower than that of the randomly selected users.
Therefore, users' interest topic distribution is not completely consistent with their topical influence rankings, which verifies our idea that it is unreasonable to calculate users' topic influence only based on users' topic interest.
5) CORRELATIONS BETWEEN DIFFERENT INFLUENCE RANKINGS GENERATED BY DIFFERENT SCHEMES
In this experiment, we take the PageRank algorithm as the baseline, then evaluate the ability of distinguishing topic influence of iSCD algorithm by comparing the Kendall τ correlation coefficient between the influence rankings generated by PageRank and those generated by iSCD, TSPR, TwitterRank, TAP, and SCWPR respectively. The results are presented in Table. 2.
As presented in Table. 2, if all users' influence rankings are compared, the correlation coefficients between PageRank and each of other algorithms are large. It is because the orders of low-ranking users in all algorithms are similar.
However, it makes more sense to focus on the high-ranking users for influence analysis. Therefore, the top 1%, 5% and 10% users are selected to calculate the coefficients between each topic influence algorithm and PageRank, and the corresponding results are more valuable. The results in Table. 2 show that the rankings of TSPR are more correlated with those of PageRank. It is because TSPR only adjusts the restart factor of PageRank, which has little influence on the ranking results. Whereas the rankings obtained by iSCD, TwitterRank, TAP and SCWPR are significantly different from that of PageRank, and the rankings of TwitterRank are especially irrelevant. It may be because the number of tweets posted by users in our dataset is less related with users' followers, but which is an important metric for measuring the influence between users in TwitterRank.
The correlation coefficient between iSCD and PageRank is close to that between TAP, SCWPR and PageRank, but iSCD is more irrelevant to PageRank than TAP and SCWPR. It proves that the high influential users obtained by these algorithms are quite different from those obtained by PageRank, and the high influential users of iSCD and PageRank is much less relevant.
The above results prove that our iSCD algorithm has better ability to distinguish topic influence than the comparison algorithms TSPR, TwitterRank, TAP and SCWPR.
6) CORRELATIONS BETWEEN THE INFLUENCE RANKINGS ON DIFFERENT TOPICS
In order to evaluate whether the influential users on different topics obtained by iSCD are different, we calculate the Kendall τ correlation coefficient between each pairs of rankings on different topics obtained by iSCD and the mean coefficient is used to reflect the correlation between the rankings. We also calculate the correlation coefficients between the rankings on different topics generated by TSPR, TwitterRank and TAP. The results are compared in Table. 3.
The results in Table. 3 show that, except TAP, the correlation coefficients between the influence rankings on different topics obtained by iSCD is the highest if all user rankings are considered. However, if only the top influential users are considered, such as the top 1%, top 5% and top 10%, the influential users on different topics are significantly irrelevant. The higher the influence rankings, the lower the correlation coefficients between the influence rankings on different topics, which proves that the top influential users obtained by iSCD are topic related and the high influential users are significantly different on different topics.
Compared to iSCD, the correlation coefficients between influential rankings on different topics obtained by TAP is higher. However, the correlation coefficients between the high ranking users on different topics obtained by TAP are lower than that of iSCD, which illustrates that TAP can find topical influential users in some extent.
The correlation coefficients between the influential rankings on different topics obtained by TSPR and TwitterRank are similar. Compared to iSCD and TAP, if all users are considered, the correlation coefficients between the influential users obtained by TSPR and TwitterRank are lower, while if only the high influence rankings (1%, 5%, and 10%) are considered, the correlation coefficients are higher. Specifically, the correlation coefficients between the top 1%, 5% and 10% users on different topics are close to 1, which illustrates that TSPR and TwitterRank cannot reflect the topic features of influence rankings. The reason may be that TSPR and TwitterRank set the damping factor vector of PageRank using users' interest topic distribution, and the interest topic distribution of low-ranking users may be high or low, which leads the low-ranking users have different influence scores on different topics.
We also intuitively depict the user influence scores and their difference on different topics using a visual tool. To facilitate the visualization, we build a user relationship network by taking the top 10,000 users according to the number of their followers, then set the font sizes of user nodes according to their topical influence scores. The higher the topical influence scores, the bigger the font size of the user node. Fig.10 presents the user relationship network containing the user influence scores generated by PageRank. Fig.11 and Fig.12 present the same network containing the scores on topics of entertainment and social events respectively. The colors of nodes in the network represent the communities to which the nodes belong.
It can be observed that user influence scores in Fig.10 are significantly different from that in Fig.11 and Fig.12 . Meanwhile, because the user influence scores on different topics are different, in Fig.11 and Fig.12 , we can see that the node sizes on different topics are obviously different. In Fig.11 the entertainment sites and stars are more influential on entertainment topic, while the media organizations are more influential on social event topic in Fig.12 .
We further compare the influence of the same users on different topics. In Fig.11 and Fig.12 the most yellow nodes on the top of the figures are media organizations or self-media users who are more influential on social events than on entertainment. Therefore, their sizes are obviously bigger in Fig.12 than in Fig.11 . On the other hand, the dark blue nodes under the bottom of the figures are entertainment stars who are more influential on entertainment than in social events. Therefore, the sizes of these nodes are obviously bigger in Fig.11 than in Fig.12 . The above results also prove that the iSCD algorithm has better ability to distinguish topic influence than the comparison algorithms TSPR, TwitterRank, TAP and SCWPR.
7) TOPIC-BASED SPREAD ABILITY OF INFLUENTIAL USERS
In this experiment, we measure the spread ability of the influential users on each topic by the number of their posts being forwarded on the topic and the distribution probability of these posts on the topic. We calculate the mean spread ability of the top 1%, 5% and 10% users on different topics obtained by iSCD, TSPR, TwitterRank and TAP. The results are compared in Fig.13 .
From Fig.13 we can see that the influential users obtained by iSCD have stronger spread ability on all topics than the influential users obtained by the comparison algorithms. Meanwhile, on most topics, the users with higher rankings have stronger spread ability. The high influential users in TSPR have weaker topical spread ability because it ignores the weights of user relationships. The high influential users of TwitterRank also have weaker spread ability, which is because the number of the users' posts is less correlated with their spread ability. The spread ability of the influential users in TAP is better than that in TSPR and TwitterRank because TAP considers the forwarding relationships between users.
Therefore, we can conclude that the influential users obtained by iSCD have stronger spread ability on each topic than the comparison methods.
8) SPREAD BALANCE OF INFLUENTIAL USERS' POSTS ON DIFFERENT COMMUNITIES
iSCD measures user influence by considering the community structures of user relationship networks and the spread The smaller the spread balance among different communities is, the more evenly the user's posts are spread among different communities, and the more easily the information posted by the user will be spread in different communities.
We compare the spread balance of the top 1%, 5% and 10% users obtained by the complete iSCD considering user intimacy and social circle difference to that obtained by iSCD only considering user intimacy (which is denoted as intimacy). The results are presented in Fig.14 .
The results in Fig.14 show that higher ranking users have better spread balance among different communities, which means that the posts of the users with higher influence scores obtained by iSCD can be spread among different communities more evenly. Furthermore, the results show that the spread balance of the high ranking users obtained by the iSCD method only considering user intimacy is weaker than that of the high ranking users obtained by the complete iSCD. Therefore, social circle difference in our method can reflect the ability for evenly spreading users' posts among different communities, and iSCD which combines topical user intimacy with social circle difference can mine the high influential users who can better spread information among different communities.
We further compare the spread balance of iSCD to those of TSPR, TwitterRank, TAP and SCWPR. Among the comparison algorithms, TSPR, TAP and TwitterRank do not consider social circle difference, while SCWPR only considers social circle difference but does not consider user intimacy which reflects the possibility of information spread between users. The results are presented in Table. 4.
The results in Table.4 show that the spread balance of influential users obtained by iSCD and SCWPR are close and lower than those of the influential users obtained by other algorithms. It proves that the posts of the influential users obtained by iSCD and SCWPR can be spread among different communities more evenly. Furthermore, taking the total forwarded times into account, the total forwarded times of the posts of the influential users obtained by iSCD is the largest, which means that influential users obtained by iSCD have bigger spread ability.
Based on above results, we can conclude that by considering our proposed topical user intimacy and social circle difference, iSCD can mine the influential users who have stronger ability of spreading information among different communities than the comparison schemes.
9) CHARACTERISTICS OF THE USERS WITH HIGH COMPREHENSIVE INFLUENCE SCORES
In this experiment, we further measure users' comprehensive influence rankings using their influence scores on all topics. We analyze the common characteristics of the users with high comprehensive influence on the topics they interested in, including their topic distribution and the community distribution of their followers.
The interest topic distribution of the top-10 users in comprehensive influence are presented in Fig.15 . The results show that on some topics such as topics 0, 31, 35 and 45, most influential users have a high topic distribution probability. These topics are popular topics in Weibo, which are related to entertainment, international news, social events or national policy. Therefore, users with a high interest topic distribution and high influence on these popular topics are more likely to be followed, and thus have greater influence on most ordinary users even on some non-popular topics. That is, users with high comprehensive influence generally have high topic distribution probability and influence on hot topics.
The community distribution of the followers of the top-10 users are presented in Fig.16 . It shows that these followers have a high distribution at least on two communities. As a results, the posts of the top-10 users are more likely to be spread across multiple communities.
In a word, users with high comprehensive influence scores generally have higher influence on hot topics, have more followers in different communities, and their spread ability are bigger.
V. CONCLUSION
In this paper we propose a new approach iSCD which considers the user intimacy and social circle difference, to measure topical user influence and discover high influential users on different topics in online social networks. Specifically, we take into account the topology structures of social networks, the user behaviors of posting and forwarding information, and the post content to evaluate topic-based user influence. We utilize the forwarding behaviors between users, the topic distribution of the forwarded posts, and the topical interest similarity and activity time similarity between users to measure the probability that a user forwards information from his/her friends. Furthermore, we measure the expanded spread scope after the posts are spread between two users by analyzing the social circle difference between users according to the community structures in social networks.
The experimental results based on the dataset from Sina Weibo show that the influential rankings on different topics obtained by our iSCD approach are less correlated, which reflects the topic characteristics of user influence. Meanwhile, the obtained influential users on different topics have stronger spread ability on the corresponding topics, and these influential users have stronger spread ability within different communities. We also analyze the features of the users with high comprehensive influence on all topics and find that these users have higher topical interest distribution on hot topics and have more followers in multiple communities, which is consistent with the actual situation in Weibo. All the above results prove that the iSCD method proposed in this paper is superior to the comparison schemes in measuring topical user influence.
However, our approach still have some drawbacks. We measure users' topic distribution only using the text content of their posts, while not considering the multimedia information such as pictures, videos which contain richer information. We also do not take into account local time preferences because of limited test data. We will focus on improving our approach from these perspective and thus to increase the effectiveness of measuring topical user influence. 
